
EXECUTE WITHOUT LIMITS:  
MEET C4C+
With the launch of Celonis for Consulting Plus (C4C+), we are democratizing 
Process Mining and Execution Management and offering unlimited availability 
of the Celonis EMS to every consultant and services practitioner worldwide.

Get started for free

With access to the Celonis EMS, you can gain a real 
competitive edge, accelerate process discovery, 
and bring faster time-to-value. All while increasing 
customer satisfaction with immediate usability.

Sign up – for free with no hidden costs – and kickstart 
your journey today.

https://www.celonis.com/consulting-signup/
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Execute without limits: Meet C4C+

Become a true strategic  
advisor for your clients

With C4C+, start providing accurate data-
driven recommendations from day one. Say 
good-bye to sticky notes and manual flow 
charts. Forget subjective interviews with 
clients that simply don’t have time.

It’s easier and faster than ever to visualize 
and quantify the execution gaps limiting your 
clients’ execution capacity. Build repeatable, 
scalable solutions and deliver Execution Apps 
on top of the process data sitting at the heart 
of every enterprise.

Gain free access to pre-built components 
from the EMS store including:

• 36+ prebuilt source system connections

• 80+ prebuilt process connectors

• 400+ analyses

• 85+ skills

• 25+ KPIs

Old Way
Process  
Improvement

New Way
Execution 
Management 
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understanding
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One-time  
Assessment

Continuously enhance 
and realize business 
value
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Sell easier and faster

“We’re developing a long term strategy 
for a client in real estate, so we can easily 
transform and scale. With C4C+ we can 
immediately show them data-driven 
insights and additional functionally. It’s 
a lot easier to sell for us as part of that 
broader engagement.” 

- Rakesh Sangani, CEO & Founder,  
 Proservartner

Gain the competitive edge 
you’re seeking 

Execute without limits

Gain unlimited access to Celonis EMS 
capabilities to deliver value to your clients.

Stand out from the rest

Accelerate and differentiate your existing 
consulting offerings and create new revenue 
streams.

Enhance customer satisfaction

Provide clients a simple access to projects 
running on Celonis EMS and drive faster 
adoption.

Deploy your expertise efficiently 

Develop your own ready-to-use Apps 
combined with your knowledge, using the 
Celonis Studio.

Industries

• Retail 

• Manufacturing

• Utilities 

• Oil & Gas

• Financial Services

• Higher Education

• Public Sector

• and others

Processes

• Procurement

• Sales

• Logistics

• Production 

• Customer Service

• IT Service

• HR

• and others

Access more channels to win more deals across your entire service portfolio 

Operational Excellence System Migration Digital Transformation Risk and Compliance
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Get started today! 

Join us on the Celonis journey and deliver valuable impact to your clients. 

Understand 
Find out more about Celonis and see how it can be 
used across different industries and departments.

Try 
Sign up for C4C+ and start executing without  
limits today! 

Learn more Sign up

Get started for free 

Kick start your C4C+ journey today  
and receive:

• Up to 250 GB of free data volume (APC)

• Unlimited Consultant Users 

• Unlimited Projects and Processes  
in parallel

• Full EMS Capabilities access 

Level up with C4C+ Execution 

C4C+ Execution goes much further by 
granting your clients full access to the 
platform so they can see what’s happening 
in real-time alongside you. It helps transform 
project insights into long-term sustainable 
customer value.

Say goodbye to the archaic “project-to-
project” delivery model. No more static 
screenshots in a slide deck. Get your hands 
on the EMS, and become a true strategic 
advisor for your clients.

Once registered in the C4C+ Project Hub, you 
can easily upgrade to C4C+ Execution at an 
affordable price. The result? Longer client 
engagements, more trust, and faster time-
to-value.

http://www.celonis.com/solutions/
https://www.celonis.com/consulting-signup/
https://www.celonis.com/consulting-signup/

